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Introduction

Property location and access.

The Vancouver Island Gold property is located approximately 20 
kilometres west of Port Alberni, in the Alberni Mining Division on 
Vancouver Island. The claim block lies on the south slope on the ridge 
of the Great Divide between Sproat Lake and Great Central Lake.  
Access is provided by logging roads leaving the Alberni Tofino 
Highway 4 approximately 20 kilometres west of Port Alberni. Old 
logging roads criss-cross the property providing reasonable access to 
all points of the claims. The main showing of the claim is the Ideal 
Vein. 

Property physiography.

The terrain is typical of the western half of Vancouver Island with 
the claims elevations ranging from 100 m to just over 700 m and the 
topography being moderate and easily accessible. The area has been 
logged a long time ago and is also presently logged, second growth 
timber is very well established. The area is presently used as The 
Alberni Valley Community Forest and managed by AVCF for the City of 
Port Alberni. 

The presence of heavy undergrowth make certain parts of the
property somewhat difficult to traverse. The climate is generally mild 
with heavy annual rainfal in the winter with occasional snow at the 
higher elevations. Hot and dry periods are frequent during the summer 
months. With these mild conditions and favorable topography, the 
claims exploration are feasible all year round and water for diamond 
drilling is available from the numerous streams and gully cutting the 
south slope of the claims.
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Property definition, owner, operator.

The property owner is Mr. Jacques Beaudoin of Port Alberni, B.C. See 
Map on page 35 for the mineral tenure map of the Vancouver Island 
Gold Properties. The property covers approximately 295 hectares and 
consists of fourteen (14) contiguous cell mineral claims, with details 
and status listed in Table 1 below:

Table 1 List of claims and work completed.

Tenure
Number

Claim Name Owner Tenure
Type

Map
Number

Issue Date Good To
Date

Status Area 
(ha)

1028823 VANCOUVER 
ISLAND 
GOLD

101830 
100.0%  

Mineral 092F 2014/jun/07 2018/jun/30 GOOD 105.37

1029212 VANCOUVER 
ISLAND 
GOLD 2

101830 
100.0%  

Mineral 092F 2014/jun/26 2018/jun/30 GOOD 42.15

1029286 VANCOUVER 
ISLAND 
GOLD 3

101830 
100.0% 

Mineral 092F 2014/jun/30 2018/jun/30 GOOD 84.29

1035366 VANCOUVER 
ISLAND 
GOLD 4

101830 
100.0% 

Mineral 092F 2015/apr/08 2018/jun/30 GOOD 63.22



Property geology and history.

REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The Vancouver Island Gold property is situated within the Insular 
geotectonic belt. The geology of the Great Divide consists primarily of
rocks of the Vancouver Group intruded by plutons of the Island 
Intrusions. A later episode of faulting has resulted in a series of 
northwest trending regional shear zone faults. Please see (Muller, 
1977) in the references section of this report.

The oldest rocks are the basaltic to andesitic pillowed flows and tuffs 
belonging to the Upper Triassic Karmutsen Formation of the 
Vancouver Group consisting of basic lava flows with interlava breccia, 
tuff and minor clastic units. Alteration consists primarily of 
greenschist facies chlorite and carbonate, with stronger alteration 
assemblages associated with the contacts of the intruding plutons.

Overlying the Karmutsen is the Upper Triassic Quatsino limestone. 
The youngest formation in the area is the Parson Bay group of 
sedimentary rocks, calcareous argillite, calcareous greywacke and 
sandy to shaly limestone. Past authors have included the Parson Bay 
Formation within the lower section of the Bonanza Formation. Alberni 
plutons are typically quartz diorites or granodiorites low in potash 
feldspar. Contacts with the Karmutsen volcanics are generally sharp 
and steep with limied narrow hornfelsed zones within the host rocks.

A quartz diorite member of the Jurassic Island Intrusions outcrops 
regularly at lower elevations on both sides of the Great Divide. The 
intrusive varies from fresh to moderately altered proximal to the 
contacts and to the northeast trending shear zones. The alteration 
assemblage includes chlorite, carbonate, argillization and 
silicification. Locally, sericite has been noted with the shear zones. 
Post-Island Intrusion faulting has resulted in a series of sub-parallel 
shear fault zones striking to the northwest, now occupying several of 
the present creek drainages. Limited exploration suggests these zones
are anomalous in gold.



 The Vancouver Island Gold Property Geology
A detailed exploration program, undertaken on the Vancouver Island 
Gold property then known as The Ideal Project from April to October 
1988 by METAXA RESOURCES LIMITED consisted of property mapping 
and prospecting, property wide silt sampling, detailed mapping and 
sampling of the Ideal Vein, and expanded soil sampling of the Ideal 
Vein strike projections.

Considerable outcrop exposure was noted throughout the claim group.
Andesitic pillowed to massive flows and tuffs was the primary rock 
unit. A small lenses of limestone was mapped in the northeast corner 
of VANCOUVER ISLAND GOLD 2 claim then known as the Tux I. Quartz 
diorite was noted proximal to the eastern boundary of VANCOUVER 
ISLAND GOLD claim then known as theTux 11. Traverses on Bookhout 
Creek and Creek 7 located significant shear zones in the creek valleys.
The 61 samples taken during prospecting consisted of 36 quartz vein 
samples, 7 shear zone samples, 10 stockwork zone samples, 3 float 
samples and 5 undocumented samples. See the appendix section of 
this report for the results of some of those tests on the Ideal Vein.

The Karmutsen volcanics, underlying most of the claim group, exhibit 
a weathered dull brown appearance. Fresh exposures indicate an 
andesitic composition, though distinct phenocrysts are noted. Locally, 
small highly deformed shale and slate bands are mapped between the 
pillows. Several of these bands are cut by a stockwork of carbonate 
veinlets and stringers that do not continue into the lavas. The lavas 
are propylitically altered, consisting chlorite, local carbonate and 
pyrite. Stronger alteration local consisting of silicification, argillization
and sericitization is noted haloing shear zones and larger quartz veins.
Quatsino limestone outcrops as a small lens on the hanging wall of the
Creek 7 Shear Zone. Exposures are grey color and well brecciated. 
calcareous siltstones are interbedded with the limestone. Very little 
alteration mineralization was noted. A weakly altered quartz diorite 
was mapped on the eastern boundary of the claim group. The actual 
quartz diorite volcanic contact does not outcrop. Alteration consists of
weak chloritization of feldspars, and chlorite and carbonate along 
fractures. Traces of pyrite also noted on fractures.



Structure & Mineralization

The economic mineralization that as been found to date on the 
Vancouver Island Gold claims is found in quartz vein systems hosted in
altered volcanics which may occur as single isolated veins or as a 
swarm of several veins and veinlets. The predominate veins 
orientation strikes west-northwest with a moderate northerly dip. 
Weaker, mineralized cross structures with a north-easterly strike have 
also been located. 

The primary sulphide minerals are pyrite and chalcopyrite except in 
the far west exposure where minor galena and trace amounts of 
sphalerite occur. Gangue mineralogy is comprised of quartz and minor 
carbonate. The vein structures are lensy in nature and seem to follow 
both sheared planes within the Karmutsen volcanics or along joints in 
which there has been little or no visible movement. 

Common vein textures include both drusy and coarse crystalline 
linings of vugs and brecciation encompassing both quartz and silicified
host rock. Surface exposures of the veins are stained with iron oxides 
(jarosite, hematite), malachite, trace azurite and black copper 
manganese wad minera1ization. 

Ideal Vein:

The primary showing on the claim group, the Ideal Vein (125/62 NE), 
strikes along road AW-21 for a semi-continuous length of 750 metres 
Vein widths, range from 20 to 50 centimetres. The vein pinches and 
swells quite regularly. The strike projection goes under overburden 
cover in both directions. Andesitic volcanics of the Karmutsen 
Formation host the Ideal Vein. They are locally well-brecciated within 
the vein channel. There is not a distinct alteration associated with the 
Ideal Vein. Perhaps the regional alteration of the Karmutsen Formation
masks any hydrothermal alteration associated with the emplacement 



of the Ideal Vein.

Mineralization is concentrated within the quartz, though not 
necessarily confined to either one contact or the other. Sulfide 
mineralization occurring as pods and dissemifiations, is predominantly
pyrite, with lesser chalcopyrite and traces of arsenopyrite. 
(Percentages 2.5-3 % pyrite, 0-0.5 % chalcopyrite). Malachite and on 
occurrence azurite staining is noted with the presence of chalcopyrite.
Where the vein was exposed sample spacing was 2 metres or less. 
Values as high as 0.845 ounces per ton over 0.40 metres have been 
recorded in 1988. Of the 43 samples taken at that time only 13 
returned values that was not considered anomalous. Two distinct ore 
shoots appear to have been outlined by the sampling on that date, at 
either end of the present exposure. 

Samples taken during previous examination in the 1980 and 1988  
returned very encouraging results. Gold-bearing zones were exposed 
along a 750 m stretch of the lower road and all the samples from other
areas on the property assayed better than 0,010 oz/t gold. In fact, only 
one sample out of thirteen contained less than ,010 oz/t gold with the 
highest being 0.272 oz/t gold. All silver values are very low as are the 
lead and zinc values in most of the samples. As expected, elevated 
copper values were also found in all samples. In conclusion the target 
auriferous zones on the Vancouver Island Gold claims are quartz minor
carbonate structures mineralized with chalcopyrite and pyrite with 
negligible silver values.



AREA HISTORY
The Great Central Lake and the Great Divide area, host several mineral
occurrences, and has been intermittently active since the discovery of
auriferous quartz sulfide veins on the Morning and Apex crown grants 
off the west end of Sproat Lake in the early 1900's. The Kennedy River
Gold Belt 25 kilometres to the southwest is also getting quite a bit of 
explorations for gold cooper and other commodities.

Several mineral showings have been documented on the Great Divide. 
The largest percentage of these showings were located for copper 
within the Karmutsen Formation basalts and andesites. Minimal 
attention has been paid to the gold potential of these properties. The 
south slope of the Great Divide hosts at least 5 distinct shear hosted 
gold occurrences. Significant concentrations have been documented 
on 4 of the 5 properties. Values to 0.75 ounces per ton gold have been 
obtained from a quartz carbonate stockwork alteration zone 
associated with a northeast trending shear zone from the G.C. 
Property (Bilquist,l986).

Values to 2.78 ounces over 1.2 metres have been reported from a 
shear hosted quartz sulfide vein on Casau Explorations Snow Property 
(J.C.Stephen,). The Morning, Apex and M.T. Properties have all 
recorded values in excess of 1 ounce per ton gold from shear hosted 
quartz sulfide veins (Harder, 1984; Cukor, 1985). Considerable 
antimony-mercury has also been reported from the Ark Property, 
believed to be the upper reaches of a buried epithermal system. 
(Henneberry, 1986;1987).

Here is a partial list of regional property with there Minfile number and
commodity, near the Vancouver Island Gold claim, The Morning, 092F 
119, gold. Apex, 092F 150, gold. MT, 092F 212, gold. HM or Ark, 092F 
230, gold. Herb or Moon, 092F 232, copper.  Murphy or Johnson, 092F 
249, gold.  Tri, 092F 281, copper. Centennial, 092F 293, copper. HM 32, 
092F 306, copper. HM 28, 092F 307, copper.  R, 092F 341, copper. B or 
Dede, 092F 356, copper.  Herb, 092F 362, copper. Tes, 092F 391, 
copper.  G.C, 092F 332 , gold.



PREVIOUS WORK

The Vancouver Island Gold property then known as The Ideal Property 
was staked by Sam Craig during the early months of 1983. A few 
exploration programs are on record for this claim after that, one was 
carried out for Royalon Petroleum Corporation in 1985 (Caulfield and 
Ikona, 1985). This exploration program consisted of geological 
mapping and sampling concentrated primarily on the Ideal Vein. Gold 
values as high as 0.272 ounces per ton were obtained from selected 
sites along the strike of the vein. A fairly comprehensive exploration 
program was also recommended at that time. 

Another exploration program consisting of a detailed Ideal Vein 
sampling, property wide mapping and sampling, property wide silt 
sampling and detailed geochemical sampling was undertaken from 
April to September, 1987 by Metaxa Resources Limited. Indications of 
important gold mineralization were obtained at the time, as all surveys
on the property located significant anomalies. 

It was found that the Ideal Property hosted several quartz vein shear 
zones. The most important of these being the Ideal Vein yielding gold 
values to 0.875 ounces per ton over 0.40 metres from a 125 metre 
exposure open at both ends.

Three potential ore shoots were outlined on the Ideal Vein. Three 
additional linear soil anomalies resulted from the geochemistry. All 
drainages tested returned gold values in the 1000 to 2000 parts per 
billion range. An exploration program consisting of diamond drilling on
the Ideal Vein, prospecting and examination of all anomalies and 
follow up trenching and diamond drilling was recommended at that 
time with an estimated cost of $191,000.00

The analytical results from the streams sampled where very 
encouraging. All drainages tested where found to be anomalous in 



gold. Gold was also found downstream in all drainages cutting the 
strike projection of the Ideal Vein. Significant gold was also located in 
the upper Creek 7 drainage, indicating a source distinct from the Ideal 
Vein, whose strike projection is well below the anomalous zone. Upper
Bookhout Creek is also sporadically anomalous in gold.

An extensive soil geochemistry program was implemented property 
wide. Initially a small grid was recommended for the strike projection 
of the Ideal Vein, but the discovery of the 31/31E Junction Vein 
necessitated expansion of the recommended grid to cover both 
structures,and to explore for additional veins. A baseline of 2900 
metres was cut at 090 degrees, 400 metres north of the 31/31E 
Junction exposure (please see appendix). Cross lines, spaced at 100 
metres, were cut at 180 degrees from the baseline to just short of the 
highway 4. Sample spacing was 50 metres except in the
immediate area of the Ideal Vein where the spacing was tightened up 
to 25 metres. Soil samples were taken from the trBn Horizon and 
placed in Kraft Soil Bags for shipment to'Acme Analytical Labs in 
Vancouver for analysis. 

The resulting 850 samples were analyzed for Au, Ag, As, Hg, Sb, Pb 
and Cu. Plots have been made for all elements except Sb. Simple 
statistics was performed to determine the threshold values for each 
element.



Previous Geochemistry Program Table 2

Au PPb Ag PPm As PPm Hg PPb Sb PPm Pb PPm Cu PPm

Count 897 850 850 850 850 850 850

Maximum 995 1.7 125 430 13 40 487

Minimum 1 0.1 2 20 2 2 14

Mean 11.4 0.18 5.3 92 2.3 11.9 97.5

Std Dev 50.3 0.14 6.7 42.2 1 6.3 51.5

M + SD 62 0.32 11 134 3 18 149

M + 2SD 112 0.46 18 176 4 24 201

M + 3SD 162 0.58 26 218 6 30 252

Gold Results, 897 samples were analyzed for gold, with a mean of 11.4
ppb and a standard deviation of 50.3 ppb. Values in excess of 62 ppb 
were considered anomalous. Four linear anomalies and several spot 
anomalies were identified by the survey. Anomaly A is the Ideal Vein, 
traced a total of 850 metres. Anomaly B, running between lines 13E 
and 20 E, is a linear anomaly parallel to the Ideal Vein. Anomaly C, 
between lines 15E and 21E, is also a linear anomaly parallel to the 
Ideal Vein. Anomaly C could be the strike continuation of the 31/31E 
Junction vein. Anomaly D, is a linear anomaly between lines 24E and 
29E, parallels the Ideal Vein as well. Please see maps and appendix.



In there conclusion the previously completed exploration program 
indicated that the Ideal Property had the potential to host economic 
concentrations of gold mineralization and that economic grade 
mineralfzation was established on the Ideal Vein. Geochemistry 
identified three distinct linear anomalies, displaying characteristics 
similar to the Ideal Vein. Silt geochemistry located considerable gold 
within all drainages sampled.

                                       

                               



2015 PROGRAM

SCOPE AND PURPOSE

Between May 15 and May 30th / 2015 a field crew consisting of two 
prospectors, Jacques Beaudoin and Pierre Kalt from Port Alberni. 
Completed a rock sampling and geophysical survey with 2 Garrett VLF 
Metal Detectors for 6 days over Area A {See Map Page 41} to 
determine high grade locations and Au content of the Ideal Vein.  

Geochemical soil and silt sampling survey over Area B  {See Map Page 
42} and Area C {See Map Page 43} with an Action Mining Geochemical 
Meter where also conducted for 5 Days Between June 1 and June 5 / 
2015. {Please see appendices for description and  usage of Action 
Mining Geochemical Meter}. 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Work Area – A

A grid was laid out and used for this prospecting and metal detecting 
surveys of the ideal vein and it general Minfile location as part of 
tenure #1028823. A baseline was flagged from the right hand bottom 
corner of Area-A, GPS Coordinate of 125° 1' 35.5" W / 49° 16' 49.6" N to
the top right hand corner position of Area-A, GPS Coordinate 125° 1' 
35.4" W / 49° 16' 52.6" N and a true course of 0.8° degrees for 92.1 
metres. Then a course was set for the top left hand corner of Area-A, 
GPS position Coordinate 125° 1' 47.3" W / 49° 16' 56.9" N for a distance
of 274.7 meters and a course of 298.9° degrees. Then to the bottom 
left hand corner position of Area-A, GPS Coordinate 125° 1' 47.9" W / 
49° 16' 54.5" N for a distance of 75.2 meters and a true course of 



188.9° degrees. Then back down to the bottom right hand corner of 
Area-A, GPS Coordinate 125° 1' 35.4" W / 49° 16' 49.4" N for a distance 
of 296.8 meters and a true course of 121.7° degrees. Forming an 
approximate area of 250 square meters around the MINFILE No 092F 
307 where the location of the Ideal Vein is given as  GPS Coordinate 
125° 01' 45" W / 49° 16' 55" N within this survey grid area and marked 
by a small square on the Area-A map, {please see Map 3}. 

Cross-lines were surveyed using the GPS, compass, hip chain and 
flagging at 5 metres line spacing. Then the work Area-A grid was 
prospected and worked by 2 prospector with 2 Garrett VLF Metal 
Detectors for 6 days. Starting the 15 May 2015 for the day then from   
the 26 May to the 30th May 2015. 

Metal detecting for hot spots and sampling of the Ideal Vein area was 
done with hand tools. Geological hammers, picks and shovels, were 
used to extract fresh rock samples from the vein and outcrops in 
duplicate when possible , with each duplicate sample pair placed and 
secured in a clean plastic freezer slider lock freezer bag. One sample 
from each duplicate pair was retained as a reference rock specimen, 
and the other will be first tested in an home lab and if positive for the 
wanted minerals will be sent by mail to a laboratories for further test. .
At each sample sites, GPS coordinates were recorded in degree 
decimal minute format, and flagging was fixed to a nearby tree for 
future relocation of each sample site. 
 



Work Area – B - C 

SOIL GEOCHEMISTRY

Previous work by geologists on the old ideal claim in the 1980 
determined that all drainages tested where anomalous in gold. Gold 
was found downstream in all drainages cutting the strike projection of 
the Ideal Vein. Because of these previous positive results it was 
decided to explore these area  further and to do some prospecting and
geochemical testing of the soil with the Action Mining Geochemical 
tester described in the appendices.  

Work Area - C { Please see Map page 43 } below the Ideal Vein was 
chosen to do geochemical testing in the creek 7 drainage area to 
determine the availability and quantity of Au present in the silt and 
soil at that location.

Work Area - B was chosen because significant gold was also located in
the upper Creek 7 drainage in the 1980 program by Metaxa, indicating 
an Au source distinct from the Ideal Vein, whose strike projection is 
well below the anomalous zone. This source could be anomalie line C 
{ Please see in appendices for the old geochemical test map showing 
the anomalie lines A B C D } 5 days was spent prospecting and doing 
geochemical testing in Work Area – B and C from June 1st to June 5th   

                                      

                                 



 GEOCHEMISTRY 

Field Procedures;

The purpose of the program was to investigate for any anomalous Au 
values which would indicate area of interest for further prospecting 
and testing of Work Area – B and C in the 2016 program. Soil and silt , 
samples were taken in the areas of  interest. Soil samples were taken 
at an approximated depth of 30 cm to 40 cm in the B-horizon. The 
materials obtained for testing was logged with GPS coordinates, 
flagged on the ground, put in bags and marked with a samples number 
B-001 to B-010 and C-001 to C010 {Please see Map page 42 and 43 for 
detail of Work Area - B and Work Area - C Geochemical samplings}.

Analytical Techniques;

First background geochemical reading where determined in Work Area
– B and Work Area - C. Anomalies were determined using the 
statistical technique: 

Mean + Standard Deviations = Anomalous.

Number of samples = 20
Mean – 11.4 ppb
Standard Deviation = 50.3
11.4 + 50.3 = Anomalous = 62 ppb

Then all 20 samples were dried, pulverized with a mortar and sieved to
minus 50 to 80 mesh depending on types according to the method in 
the Action Mining Geochemical Prospecting Manual. 10 grams of the 
materials was then measure out and mixed with 40 grams of distilled 
water and then pour in the Geochemical meter and tested. Please see 
Work Area – B and Work Area - C tables 3 and 4 for results.



                     Technical Data.

Interpretation, conclusions and recommendations.

Work Area – A

The worked grid of Area - A, is over the area of Ideal Vein {125/62 NE} 
Minfile 09F 307. The vein widths, range from 20 to 50 centimetres and 
the vein pinches and swells quite regularly. The strike projection goes 
under overburden cover in both directions of Work Area – A. The Ideal 
Vein is a quartz sulfide vein splaying from a regional shear zone fault 
and hosted in andesitic volcanics of the Karmutsen Formation well 
brecciated within the vein channel. 

Values as high as 0.845 ounces per ton over 0.40 metres have been 
recorded by previous sampling and exploration of the Ideal Vein in the 
1980. These previous work programs identified two potential ore
shoots. The west ore shoot open to the northwest from 105 NW. The 
east ore shoot open to the southeast from 010 NW. Indications of a 
potential ore shoot to the northwest of 60 NW are also suggested from
these sampling.

Six days was spent doing on geophysical prospecting  by 2 prospector 
with 2 Garrett VLF Metal Detectors  in Work Area – A from May 15 to 
May 30th   Please see the table 3 below for the location and description
of these samples.

 



Work Area – A

Ideal Vein Area Sampling. Table 3

SAMPLES
NUMBERS           GPS COORDINATES                       SAMPLES DESCRIPTIONS    RESULTS

A-001 49°16'53.20"N 125° 1'44.60"W Quartz vein + Quartz Floats. N / A

A-002 49°16'53.30"N 125° 1'44.20"W Quartz vein + Quartz Floats. N / A

A-003 49°16'54.01"N 125° 1'45.49"W Quartz vein + Quartz Floats. N / A

A-004 49°16'54.60"N 125° 1'46.16"W Quartz vein + Quartz Floats. N / A

A-005 49°16'54.75"N 125° 1'47.24"W Quartz vein + Quartz Floats. N / A

A-006 49°16'55.20"N 125° 1'47.60"W Quartz vein + Quartz Floats. N / A

A-007 49°16'52.85"N 125° 1'43.46"W Quartz vein + Quartz Floats. N / A

A-008 49°16'52.49"N 125° 1'42.77"W Quartz vein + Quartz Floats. N / A

A-009 49°16'52.14"N 125° 1'42.06"W Quartz vein + Quartz Floats. N / A



Work Area – B

GEOCHEMISTRY. Table 4

SAMPLES
NUMBER
S

          GPS COORDINATES                 SAMPLES DESCRIPTIONS    RESULTS

B-001 49°17'11.09"N 125° 1'46.00"W Silt samples in Creek 7. 1500 ppb

B-002 124° 41' 15.7" W, 49° 7' 38.6" N Silt samples in Creek 7. 1044 ppb

B-003 49°17'12.03"N 125° 1'45.60"W Silt samples in Creek 7. 2078 ppb

B-004 124° 41' 19.7" W, 49° 7' 36.5" N Silt samples in Creek 7. 714 ppb

B-005 124° 41' 22.1" W, 49° 7' 34.2" N Silt samples in Creek 7 855 ppb

B-006 124° 41' 22.0" W, 49° 7' 32.2" N Soil samples in the B-horizon. 
Near Quartz Vein

1585 ppb

B-007 49° 17' 13.3" N 125° 1' 45.4" W Silt samples in Creek 7. 788 ppb

B-008 49° 17' 14.2" N, 125° 1' 45.7" W Silt samples in Creek 7 412 ppb

B-009 49° 17' 14.8" N 125° 1' 46.4" W Silt samples in Creek 7 500ppb

B-010 49° 17' 15.4" N 125° 1' 47.2" W Silt samples in Creek 7. 915 ppb



Work Area – C

GEOCHEMISTRY. Table 5

SAMPLES
NUMBERS

          GPS COORDINATES                 SAMPLES DESCRIPTIONS    RESULTS

C-001 125° 1' 53.6" W, 49° 16' 47.0" N Soil samples in Creek 7 2015 ppb

C-002 125° 1' 53.4" W, 49° 16' 47.6" N Silt samples in Creek 7 1875 ppb

C-003 125° 1' 53.2" W, 49° 16' 48.0" N Silt samples in Creek 7 920 ppb

C-004 125° 1' 53.1" W, 49° 16' 48.6" N Silt samples in Creek 7 714 ppb

C-005 125° 1' 53.2" W, 49° 16' 49.0" N Silt samples in Creek 7 1005 ppb

C-006 125° 1' 53.1" W, 49° 16' 49.4" N Silt samples in Creek 7 815 ppb

C-007 125° 1' 53.0" W, 49° 16' 49.8" N Silt samples in Creek 7 1018 ppb

C-008 125° 1' 52.8" W, 49° 16' 50.2" N Silt samples in Creek 7 610 ppb

C-009 125° 1' 52.4" W, 49° 16' 50.6" N Silt samples in Creek 7 895 ppb

C-010 125° 1' 51.8" W, 49° 16' 50.8" N Silt samples in Creek 7 2005 ppb

                  

                      



                    CONCLUSIONS 
Work Area – A          
As noted before prospecting with metal detectors and sampling of the 
Ideal vein outcrop or quartz float exposures was done on Area - A for 6 
days by 2 prospectors. Samples will be tested for gold in an home test 
lab and the most promising samples forwarded to a Vancouver Lab for 
further analysis. Please see Ideal Vein Sampling Table 2 for more info 
and GPS locations of the samples.  Blasting is recommended to 
remove the weathered surface and obtain fresh exposure for the next 
set of sampling and testing of the Ideal Veins. Diamond drilling would 
also be recommended to test for the potential ore shoots located by 
geologists in the 1980 programs. Several hot spots where located with
the metal detectors prospecting on the Ideal vein and will be explored 
further in 2017 program.

Work Area – B
The large percentage of anomalous silt values recorded during the 
prospecting and geochemical survey in Creek 7 Working Area B, 
above the Ideal Vein need to be heavily prospected as the Au value 
identified is obviously from an other source perhap linear anomalie C 
identified in a previous geochemical program in the 1980.  Several 
cross veins parallel to the strikes of the soil anomalies an a few shear 
zones have also been mapped in the creek 7 valleys at that time. 
Comparison of the gold soil geochemistry and gold silt geochemistry 
suggested the source of the continuous anomaly in Creek 7 could be 
the strike. projections of linear anomalies B, C and D.  

Work Area – C
Work Area- C geochemical sampling results where quite encouraging 
for Au. Of the 10 geochemical samples taken in the silts in this 
working area, al of those samples showed Au above the background.
Please see GEOCHEMISTRY. Table 3 for the samples results. As noted 
before previous work in this area in 1980, has outlined several linear 
anomalie parallel to the Ideal vein and these are probably the source 
of the gold in Creek 7. This could be a very significant area to do some



further prospecting and testing in the 2016 program. 

                    Recommendations

Further prospecting and sampling in working area A - B & C would be 
the most advisable course of action for the 2016 program has these 
area have given very encouraging sampling results so far. A fresh 
Geological mapping program and the use of previous Geochemistry 
Programs data and a more extensive stream moss mat and B horizon 
geochemistry program would be a very useful and cost-effective 
technique in locating posible mineralization zones and other Au 
anomalies and veins on the Vancouver Island Gold Claim.

 
Table 6 – Proposed Work Program for the Vancouver Island Gold 
Property:

Item Units Unit Cost Scheduling Program Cost

Prospecting/Sampling 60 days for 2 
prospectors

$750 per 
day

Summer 
2016

$45,000.00

Geochemistry 500 moss, rock 
samples

$40 per 
sample

Summer 
2016

$20,000.00

Geological mapping 1 geologist for 6 
days

$1,000 per
day

Summer 
2016

$6,000.00

Reports 5 days for 1 
geologist

$750 per 
day

Winter 2016 $3,750.00

Contingency Estimate $4,000.00

Totals $78,750.00



Other Highlights and Considerations
                           Geochemistry Survey Data
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ITEMIZED COST STATEMENT

Field Crews                                                                        
                                                                      

2 Prospectors x 11 days 

Work Dates 15 May, 26,27,28,29,30 May 2015  
1,2,3,4,5 June, 2015 = 90 hours x $65 =  $5,850

    Fuel, Food and Accommodation

                                       @ $8O/day x 11days =  $880

                                                            Total = $6,730
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I Jacques Beaudoin, Do hereby certify that I am currently self-
employed as a prospector and mining consultant by:

Vancouver Island Gold Mining Adventures
3728 5Th Ave, Port Alberni, 
British Columbia, Canada V9Y 4K4

I am a member in good standing with the  Association for Mineral 
Exploration British Columbia AME BC, and the Vancouver Island 
Exploration Group {VIX}. 

I have worked as a prospector an miner on and off for the past 40 
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Columbia. I been a free miner in British Columbia since the mid1970. I 
have worked 5 years in the Australian goldfields of Ballarat and 
Bendigo in the State of Victoria and Gimpy Goldfield in the state of 
Queensland in the early1980 gold prospecting and mining. I have also 
spent quite a few years in the USA working in placer gold mining, and 
nugget hunting with VLF Metal Detectors. 
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